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Hi

Finally. Finally, I can share the new collection with you! It has required a lot of 
creativity, hard work and dedication but I’m so proud to see where we are at today 
with helen b. (Sometimes I have Peter pinch me to check if this is really happening). 

The past few weeks I was able to draw a lot and that makes me happy. A whole range 
of new illustrations will take you on a trip through the happy universe of helen b. 
It’s my view on the things and people I see, experience and remember. But most of all, 
I want everyone to make up their own stories when encountering my illustrations. 

Our porcelain collection still stands out. Our mission is to offer you quality, sustainable 
and affordable porcelain. Next to our bestselling cups, mugs, spoons, bowls and jugs 
we now added breakfast plates to this range! 

At times, the process of getting there was overwhelming but today our textile range 
is more extensive than ever. We always choose our partners consciously and expect 
them to share our philosophy. That’s why I’m so excited that we now co-manage the 
entire production process of our textiles. From the first samples, the used thread, the 
production of our helen b-labels to the finishing touches. Whenever possible we use 
organic cotton and we screen print the fabrics with water-based ink. Discover our 
new sausage bags, XL shoppers, toilet bags, woolen plaid and so much more… 

AND: helen b goes bamboo! For the first time ever, we introduce 2 bamboo sets. 
They make a perfect gift, trust me! A plate, bowl and cup wrapped in a reusable 
fruit- and vegetable bag. 

The focus of this collection definitely lies in the human dimension of the production 
process and to be even more conscious about our packaging. We can’t ignore the fact 
that everyone, especially companies big or small, have a huge responsibility towards 
the environment and general wellbeing of everyone. We try to do our best 
to contribute to that with helen b. Day by day.

I’m proud of where we are at today, but we’re not there yet. There’s so much more 
to do, explore and improve. But first things first: please take your time to discover our 
new collection. I can’t wait to hear your thoughts… 

Lots of love 
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ABOUT PAPER 
GOODS

PORCELAIN
TEXTILE
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8  Helen's favourites 

10 team and coordinates

14  cups

24 mugs

30  bowls

32 breakfast plates

34 jugs

  34 jug big

  35 jug small

36 spoons

38  bags

  40 tote bag

  42 big shopper

  44 sausage bag

  46 mini pouch

  47 foldable reusable bag 

  48 pencil pouch

52 kitchen essentials

  52 apron

  54 oven glove

  56 tea towel

  58 sponge cloths

60  bathroom essentials

  60 toilet bag big

  62 toilet bag small

  64 beach towel

  66 hand towel   

  68 guest towels

70 other essentials

  70 plaid cotton

  71 plaid wool

  72 face masks

74  blocnotes

  76 A6 blocnote

  78 long blocnote

80 notebooks

  80 wiro notebook

  81 A5 notebook

  82 hardcover notebook

84  weekly planner

  84 A4 planner

  85 A5 planner

86 washi tape

88 pencils

90 magnets

91 buttons

92 stickers

94 prints

  94 A4 prints

  96 A3 prints
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  100 greeting cards

  102 postcards 

BAMBOO

104
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& WOOD

110

110  glass

111 wood
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HELEN’S 
FAVOURITES

I’m proud to say that our textile is screen 
printed with vegetable ink. Whenever pos-
sible we use organic cotton, or unprocessed 
and unbleached cotton. I'm convinced it is 
important that our suppliers and partners 
share our philosophy and work ethic, 
so we consciously choose to work with 
small companies with the right priorities. 

Your smile, that is what thrives me. Regardless 
of whether you are sipping your first coffee 
at work or enjoying a cosy family breakfast. 
I love drawing and creating my own special 

universe with helen b characters, but I welcome 
you to join me and make up your own stories 

when encountering my illustrations.

Meet 'Sleepy Stella' on the mug. It is based on my 
daughter Stella, such a daydreamer. 

Since 4 years a large part of the collection is processed 
in a sheltered workshop. I really feel as a company we 
have the responsibility to contribute to the local social 
economy. We want to offer you quality, sustainable 
and affordable porcelain, so helen b’s collection is 
handmade whenever possible, with the greatest 
respect for man and nature. All illustrations are trans-
ferred onto the porcelain manually and baked in our 
ceramic ovens at very high temperatures. This ensures 
that they are dishwasher safe.

All our stationery products are printed 
on environmentally friendly biotop paper 
by a local social workshop in Ghent. We 
collaborate with them for the production, 
printing and packaging of our products. 

Speaking about packaging! We always try to  
recycle used cardboard boxes (they get the 
reused box sticker) and minimize the use of 
plastic for the packaging and shipping of our 
orders. Since we don’t want to contribute to 
a throw-away society, this year we improved 
our entire packaging philosophy. 

I want to make sure that all of our products are 
wrapped and packed in a conscious way. Our 
posters, buttons, magnets and greetings cards 
are packaged in a 100% biodegradable pouch for 
example. 

As a replacement for bubble plastic we use shred-
ded cardboard boxes. Another fantastic way to 
reuse our many, many boxes.

It's an interesting but continuous search for sustaina-
ble materials to put my illustrations on. That is one of 
the reasons we are now using bamboo, since it's such a fast 
growing plant. Our new bamboo set is a completely natural product. 
The set was transported to Belgium by train and as packaging we 
opted for a reusable fruit- and vegetable bag of 100% organic cotton. 
Durable and lasting, we won't settle for less.
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This is where it all started: our porcelain collection. 

Our mission is to offer you quality, sustainable and affordable porcelain. 
We collaborate with partners that share our philosophy regarding respect 
for quality, work conditions and an overall sustainable production process. 
One of our most valued partners is a local sheltered workshop in Ghent. 
Once the porcelain arrives they make sure that the illustrations get 
transferred (one design at a time) onto the porcelain and they bake them 
in our ceramic ovens at 840 degrees Celcius. This ensures that all of our 
porcelain products are dishwasher and oven safe. They will also make sure 
that all of our products are wrapped and packed in a conscious way, as we 
don’t want to contribute to a throw-away society.

PORCELAIN
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The illustrations on the cups will take you on 
a trip through the happy universe of helen b. 
It’s my view on the things and people I see, 
experience and remember. But most of all, I 
want you to make up your own story when 
encountering my illustrations.

4 BOOBIES
We LOVE women!

 2 WILLIES
We LOVE men!

Dia 8 cm x H 9,5 cm
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof
Designed & processed in Belgium

CUPS

1. NEW COLLECTION

POLEDANCER
Elegant, powerful and cool. 
I can watch her for hours. 

 BIG LION
Where is that lion taking 

that little girl?

 HEAR, SEE AND SHUT UP
…or not! 

 GIRL WITH CUB
This girl has chosen her BFF!

 GRL PWR
Women have the strength  

to change the world! 

 BEAST
Only for daredevils.

 TIGER WOMAN
I can only dream to be  

as strong and flexible as she is. 

 BLACK MAN & WHITE WOMAN
White loves black 

and black loves white. <3

  WHITE MAN & BLACK WOMAN
White loves black 

and black loves white. <3
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 MERMAID MARTINA
This beautiful woman swims 

around in the North Sea nearby 
Ostend beach.  

  THE MASK MAN
I don’t want to run into  

him after dark. 

OCTO
One day you’ll meet our friend 

Octo somewhere deep in the water 
wearing his striped suit. 

THE RONALDO BOYS
Oh, how I love these show offs! 
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NAKED COUPLE
You can’t see anything. 

Or can you?! 

NAKED COUPLE BACK 
By this sweet and caring gesture, 

he lets her know he’s there for her. 

FLOWER GIRL
Who doesn’t LOVE a huge 
bouquet of field flowers?! 

2. CLASSIC CUPS

HAPPY TOGETHER
Why only wear his sweater when 
you can both wear it at the same 

time?

FLYING COUPLE
How long has it been since you’ve 

tried this? Tip: you can also 
use your cat. 

 HUGGING
We need human contact.  

Hugs are important!
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TRAPEZE GIRL
Sometimes you have to look at the 

world upside down.  
Trust me. 

F*CK IT
We need to say this more often. 

F*ck it and move on. 

FOCUS ON HAPPY
Try to be happy with the little 
things in life. Focus on happy! 

YOGA GIRLS
I love doing yoga throughout the 

day. It makes me feel free.

ALLES KOMT GOED
A basic sentence everyone needs to 

hear from time to time.

FLOWER MAN
Where is this sweet man going 
with this lovely bouquet and a 

bottle of wine?

LAMA
I’ve always wanted to draw a lama 

with two heads. So I did!

SWINGING ERIKA
Swinging and throwing your legs as high 
up towards the sky as possible is a feeling 

you never forget.

IT’S OK
Reassuring words.

PETER & HELEN
This is us!

DANCING COUPLE
Dancing all night long: 

I LOVE it!

PIN UP CAKE GIRL
My take on pin ups.

PIN UP PROT
My take on pin ups.

YOKO
Important and powerful  

message these days.

SWEATER GIRL
Daily struggles.

ADAM & EVA
He felt the urge to hold  

her breast up.

BIKINI GIRL
Always a struggle.

FIXIE GIRL
All cool girls in Ghent 

drive a fixie.
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GUITAR PLAYER
I have one at home!

HANDSTAND GIRL
Girls that can do handstands 

are cool.

SHOWER GIRL
I love a good rain shower.

JARTELLE GIRL
I think garter belts are so sexy. 

Too bad mine are only gathering 
dust in my closet.

LENNERT & MATTI
Two sweet friends of ours.

UNDERWEAR GIRL
She woke up like this 

this morning.

O, WAT ZIE IK JE GRAAG
The first words I said to my 
newborn daughter Stella.

JE T’AIME À LA FOLIE
The first words I said to my newborn 
daughter Stella. But then in Dutch as 

I don’t speak French.

TECKEL
One day you’ll see 

a dachshund like this.

FLEXIBLE FIONA
I wish I was this flexible still.

ZEN WITH CATS
The hardest thing to do 

in the world? Remain zen 
with cats around.

LOVE
Spread the word!!!

HULA HOOP
Try this at home.

BIG SCARF
Make sure you have enough room 
to invite someone else into your 

scarf!

MY BODY
No means no.

SLIP WITH DOTS
One of your worst nightmares. 

Even when wearing cool 
underpants like this.
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Our character cups gather the most eccentric and different 
personalities. Everyone will recognize themselves in at least one 
of their character traits, or will know someone who resembles 
them. Each character cup comes with a small lable. A little extra 
that gives the cups a touch of warmth and makes them the ideal 
personal gift. The illustration is placed in a manner so you can 
see it from your point of view, so you’ll have company while 
drinking a coffee. Are you a lefty? Let me know and I’ll make 
you a custom version!

BARB
Barb is a real cat lover and 

has a whole family of furry friends 
living with her.

 ANNA
Anna makes the best coffee 

and loves guitar playing dudes.

Dia 7,5 cm x H 7,5 cm
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof
Designed & processed in Belgium

MUGS

1. NEW COLLECTION

MARJOLEIN
You can’t fool Marjolein. 

She sees right through you.

FELIX
Felix is the favorite of 

the neighbourhood. He skates to the bakery on 
Sunday to get fresh croissants.

TILDE
She always comes in with 

a beautiful blush on her cheeks and 
loves listening to Adele.

EYEROLLING EVE
Eve is very down to earth. Do not 
irritate her with your complaints 

and whining.

KENNY
Kenny covers up his mouth to 
protect you. Kenny is so 2020.
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MAURO
In his gondola he takes 

you down the Venetian canals.

LUC
Luc is secretly in love with 
this hipster girl next door.

LISETTE
Lisette is a strong woman and loves 

dancing all night long.

RONNY
Ronny is a softy but gets 
a new tattoo every year!

BORIS
Boris smokes self-made cigarettes 
and prefers to drink cheap beer.

KELLY
Kelly looks tough but is a real 
animal lover. Occasionally she 

even hugs trees.

2. CLASSIC MUGS

= BESTSELLER
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CHARLENE
Charlene is a true artist 
and likes to experiment.

CHADIA
Chadia makes the best 

falafels in the world and loves 
patchwork.

JULIETTE
Juliette Retteket is a Parisian girl 

and a real diva.

SOPHIE
You will often find Sophie running 
around like that. Her motto is ‘don’t 

grow up, it’s a trap’.

OSHIN
Oshin is a silk painter and designs 

her own kimonos.

SLEEPY STELLA
Stella is a beautiful dreamer. She 
likes to live in her own fantasy 

world.

TINE
Tine prefers things to be very neat and 

structured during the week but goes nuts 
during the weekend.

FONS
You can always find Fons 

in the wild.

LISA
There’s a little fire burning inside 
of Lisa and she’s passionate about 

photography.
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All of our bowls are very surprising. Discover 
the illustrations while you are enjoying your
yoghurt, soup or ice cream. If you finish 
your bowl at least!

Dia 15 cm x H 7,5 cm
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof
Designed & processed in Belgium

BOWL

DIVING GIRL

CANNONBALL DIVE
Who doesn’t love a good 

cannonball dive?!

MERMAID MARTINA

SNORKLING GIRL
She feels like a fish in water.

OCTO
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On popular demand! These breakfast plates 
are delightfully surprising. Discover which
illustration is on your plate once you finish 
breakfast.

Dia 23 cm 
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof
Designed & processed in Belgium

BREAKFAST 
PLATE

NAKED COUPLE BACK FLOWER GIRL

F*CK IT

LEOPARD LOVE

LAMA
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Our porcelain jugs are perfect to serve 
a fresh lemonade in summer, display a 
beautiful bouquet of wildflowers or just as a 
decoration piece in your home.

JUG

JUG BIG

Dia 8 cm x H 14 cm
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof
designed & processed in Belgium

MERMAID MARTINA FLOWER GIRL

TIGER WOMAN

LOVENAKED COUPLE BACK

Dia 9 cm x H 13 cm
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof

JUG SMALL
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Our porcelain spoons are perfect small gifts 
with a fun quote or message. Or you can 
match them with a cup, bowl or breakfast 
plate.

width 16 cm
dishwasher, oven and microwave proof
designed & processed in Belgium

SPOON

O, WAT ZIE IK JE GRAAG ALLES KOMT GOEDJE T’AIME À LA FOLIE FOCUS ON HAPPY 

F*CK IT
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The majority of our textile collection is made by a small family business 
in Portugal, run by a lovely woman. We always choose our partners 
consciously and expect them to share our philosophy. That’s why I’m so 
excited that we now co-manage the entire production process of our textiles. 
From the first samples, the used thread, the production of our helen b- 
labels to the finishing touches. Whenever possible we use organic cotton 
and we screen print the fabrics with water-based ink.

TEXTILE
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NAKED COUPLE NAKED COUPLE BACK

W 39 cm x H 42 cm, handles: 32cm
100% organic cotton
Designed in Belgium and screen printed 
locally with water based ink.

BAGS

TOTE BAGS

TRAPEZE GIRL

GRL PWR

ZEN WITH CATS

EYE ROLLING EVE

F*CK IT

BARB

LOVE YOKO
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FLOWER GIRL PAULIEN & STIJN

In our big shopper you can put A LOT of stuff, 
really! It’s very firm, waterproof and coated with 
cotton inside.  You can close the shopper with a 
button and there’s a little pouch inside. 

W 42cm x H 35cm x Dia 12cm, handles: 33,5cm
100% cotton and 100% coated cotton inside 
(waterproof). Made in Portugal.

BAGS

BIG SHOPPER
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TRAPEZE GIRL MERMAID MARTINA

Perfect to go to the gym, go swimming or do 
yoga! Our sausage bag is very big and you can 
close it with a zipper. It’s made of 100% cotton, 
finished with coated cotton inside and waterproof. 
It also comes with a small pouch on the inside.

L 50cm x Dia 26cm, handles: 30cm
100% cotton and 100% coated cotton inside 
(waterproof). Made in Portugal.

BAGS

SAUSAGE BAG
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NAKED COUPLE LION WITH LITTLE GIRL

Very handy small pouches to take along. 

W 14,,5 cm x H 10 cm
100% cotton and 100% coated cotton inside 
(waterproof). Made in Portugal.

BAGS

MINI POUCH

NAKED COUPLE BACK MATHILDA

A super sustainable and reusable foldable shopping bag made out of 
vinyl. There’s nothing more dreadful than realizing you forgot your 
shopping bag when in the supermarket. So, we made sure you can 
easily fold your bag into the small pouch on the inside and take this bag 
along with you anywhere you go. No more excuses!

W 43cm x H 48cm
very strong nylon
fits in every purse

FOLDABLE 
REUSABLE BAG
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UNDERWEAR GIRL BLACK UNICORN
Not the white unicorn with 

a rainbow tail but a cool black 
unicorn.

A fun and quirky pencil pouch to take all your pens 
and pencils with you. Screen printed with  water-
based ink and made in a local sheltered workshop.

W 22,5 cm x H 14 cm
100% cotton - with a zipper
Made in a local sheltered workshop

BAGS

PENCIL POUCH 
FLAT MEDIUM

CROWDSURFING GIRL

W 21cm x H 10cm
100% cotton - with a zipper
Made in a local sheltered workshop.

PENCIL POUCH 
STANDING
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You’ll shine in your kitchen with our brand 
new apron and matching gloves!

H 80cm x W 70cm
100% cotton
adjustable neck strap 
Made in Portugal

KITCHEN 
ESSENTIALS

FLOWER GIRL

PIN UP CAKE GIRL

APRON
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You’ll shine in your kitchen with our brand 
new apron and matching gloves!

H 31 cm x W 16 cm
100% cotton
polyester filling 
Made in Portugal

KITCHEN 
ESSENTIALS

PIN UP CAKE GIRL FLOWER GIRL

OVEN GLOVE
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Brighten up your kitchen with our tea 
towels.

H 70cm x W 50cm
100% cotton
Made in Portugal
screen printed locally with
water based ink

KITCHEN 
ESSENTIALS

FLOWER GIRL NAKED COUPLE BACK

TEA TOWEL

NAKED COUPLE PIN UP CAKE GIRL

MARIAM 
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Our sponge cloths are made in Sweden and are designed 
in Belgium. They come in a set of 2, are 100% biodegrad-
able and they can be washed in the washing machine!

H 20cm x W 17cm
100% biodegradable
Made in Sweden

KITCHEN 
ESSENTIALS

LOVE & SLIP WITH DOTS

SPONGE CLOTHS

NAKED COUPLE & NAKED COUPLE BACK

FLOWER GIRL & PIN UP CAKE GIRL
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These helen b toilet bags are brand new. Perfect to 
store all your things in the bathroom or to take them 
along with you.

L 22 cm x W 12 cm x H 14 cm
100% cotton and 100% coated cotton 
inside (waterproof). Made in Portugal.

BATHROOM 
ESSENTIALS

FLEXIBLE FIONA BIG LION

TOILET BAG BIG
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These helen b toilet bags are brand new. Perfect to 
store all your things in the bathroom or to take them 
along with you.

L 22cm x W 7,5cm x H 15cm
100% cotton and 100% coated cotton 
inside (waterproof). Made in Portugal.

BATHROOM 
ESSENTIALS

SHOWER GIRL YOGA GIRLS

TOILET BAG SMALL
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XL beach towel to keep you warm after a swim 
or just to relax on the beach.

W 100 cm x L 180 cm
70% cotton & 30% polyester
Made in Portugal

BATHROOM 
ESSENTIALS

NAKED COUPLE BACK

BEACH TOWEL

FLOWER GIRL
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BATHROOM 
ESSENTIALS

NAKED COUPLE BACK

W 50 cm x L 100 cm
70% cotton & 30% polyester
Made in Europe

HAND TOWEL
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These guest towels are perfect for the bathroom or 
toilet. Nice and soft, made out of 100% cotton and 
with embroidered designs. A set of 2 towels makes 
the perfect gift!

W 30cm x L 50cm
100% cotton with embroidery
Made in Portugal

BATHROOM 
ESSENTIALS

SET 2 X FLOWER GIRL SET 2 X NAKED COUPLE BACK

GUEST TOWELS
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W 140cm x L 180cm
100% cotton
Made in Europe

OTHER
ESSENTIALS

NAKED COUPLE BACK

PLAID COTTON

NAKED COUPLE BACK LAMA

W 130cm x H 170cm
100% New Zealand wool
Made in Europe

PLAID WOOL
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OTHER
ESSENTIALS

For once it is okay to cover up your beautiful smile.

3-layered
with clip around the nose and 
black elastic bands around the ears
100% cotton
Not for medical use
Made in Portugal

FACE MASK

TRAPEZE GIRL FLOWER GIRL
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The majority of our paper goods are made out of 
biotop paper. We collaborate with a local social 
workshop in Ghent for the production, printing and 
packaging of our products.

PAPER GOODS
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W 10,5 cm x H 14,8 cm
100% biotop paper - blank pages
Designed in Belgium and made in a 
local sheltered workshop.

BLOCNOTES

A6 BLOCNOTE

SOPHIE CHARLENE

GRL PWR

NAKED COUPLE BACK

LOVE

ZEN WITH CATS

FLOWER GIRL

TRAPEZE GIRL

NAKED COUPLE

FLEXIBLE FIONA
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W 9 cm x H 18 cm
100% biotop paper - lined pages
Designed in Belgium and made 
in a local sheltered workshop.

BLOCNOTES

LONG 
BLOCNOTE

F*CK IT HUGGING
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W 7,5 cm x H 13 cm
100% biotop paper - lined pages
Designed in Belgium and made in 
a local sheltered workshop.

NOTEBOOKS
WIRO 
NOTEBOOK

TRAPEZE GIRL FLOWER GIRL NAKED COUPLE BACK

W 14,8 cm x H 21 cm
100% biotop paper
lined pages

A5 NOTEBOOK

MARJOLEIN BARB

FOCUS ON HAPPY 
& FLOWER GIRL
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HARDCOVER 
NOTEBOOK

NAKED COUPLE BACK

W 17 cm x H 24 cm
cardboard cover
100% biotop paper inside - lined pages
Designed in Belgium and made in a local 
sheltered workshop.

NOTEBOOKS
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W 29,7 cm x H 21 cm
100% biotop paper
Designed in Belgium and made 
in a local sheltered workshop.

WEEKLY 
PLANNER

A4 PLANNER

FLEXIBLE FIONA

FLOWER MAN

W 24,5 cm x H 17 cm
100% biotop paper
Designed in Belgium and made 
in a local sheltered workshop.

A5 PLANNER

LOVE

PIN UP
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W 1,5 cm x H 10 m
set of 2 rolls
Designed in Belgium

WASHI TAPE

FOCUS ON HAPPY 
& CAT

NAKED COUPLE BACK
& TECKEL
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PENCILS

O, WAT ZIE IK JE GRAAG

JE T’AIME À LA FOLIE

set of 4 pencils
with eraser
Designed in Belgium
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Dia 6 cm
packed in a 100% biodegradable bag
Made in Belgium

MAGNETS

NAKED COUPLE BACK

TOO BIG SOPHIE PIN UP PROT

LOVE F*CK IT

Dia 3,8 cm
packed in a 100% biodegradable bag
Made in Belgium

BUTTONS

KELLY

FOH

TRAPEZE GIRL

HAPPY TOGETHERF*CK IT

NAKED COUPLE
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STICKERS
set of 5 stickers
packed in a 100% biodegradable bag
Made in Belgium

SET 3
Paulien & Stijn
lama
zen with cats
flower man
f*ck it

SET 4
shopping Mathilda
swinging Erika
flower girl
pin up prot girl
It’s ok

SET 1
naked couple
sleepy stella
underwear girl
upside down
yoga girls

SET 2
naked couple back
extra ears
guitar player
happy together
monkey
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PRINTS

GRL PWR

W 21 cm x H 29,7 cm
100% biotop paper
packed in a 100% biodegradable bag
Made in Belgium

A4 PRINTS

4 BOOBIES

FLOWER GIRL

NAKED COUPLE BACK

2 WILLIES

NAKED COUPLE

MY BODY
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PRINTS

W 29,7 cm x H 42 cm
100% biotop paper
packed in a 100% biodegradable bag
Made in Belgium

A3 PRINTS

ZEN WITH CATS

2 WILLIES

4 BOOBIES

GRL PWR

NAKED COUPLE

FLOWER GIRL

LOVE

NAKED COUPLE BACK

TRAPEZE GIRL

OSHIN
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CARDS

W 10,5 cm x H 14,8 cm
100% biotop paper
Comes with a brown envelope and packed 
in a 100% biodegradable bag.
Made in Belgium

GREETING 
CARDS

YAY LAMA

LOVE NAKED COUPLE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
TRAPEZE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
FLOWER

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
PIN UP CAKE GIRL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
PAULIEN EN STIJN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
BLACK UNICORN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
DANCING COUPLE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
JARTELLE

THANK YOU
FLOWER GIRL

YES, YOU CAN!
GRL PWR

FOREVER AND EVER 
HAPPY TOGETHER
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CARDS

W 10,5 cm x H 14,8 cm
100% biotop paper
Made in Belgium

POSTCARDS

EYE ROLLING EVEANNA MARJOLEIN

GRL PWRTIGER WOMANBARB

4 BOOBIES 2 WILLIES HEAR, SEE AND SHUT UP

LION & LITTLE GIRL

ALLES KOMT GOED F*CK IT THE BEAST

GIRL WITH CUB

OTHER POSTCARDS: KELLY, JULIETTE, OSHIN, LOVE, FLEXIBLE FIONA, SLIP WITH DOTS, 
BIG SCARF, MY BODY, ZEN WITH CATS, NAKED, NAKED COUPLE BACK, FLOWER MAN, FLOWER 
GIRL, TRAPEZE GIRL, HUGGING, FIXIE GIRL, ADAM & EVE, FLYING COUPLE, CHARLENE, IT’S 
OK, HAPPY TOGETHER, ONE PANTS, HELEN EN PETER, MATTI & LENNERT, STELLA, YOKO, 
CROWDSURFING, O WAT ZIE IK JE GRAAG, SWEATERGIRL, DANCING COUPLE, YOGA GIRLS
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Brand new bamboo set! This set contains a plate, 
bowl and cup and is packaged in a reusable fruit- 
and vegetable bag made out of 100% organic cotton. 
This makes the perfect gift!

BAMBOO

60% bamboo, 20% corn starch, 20% resin
100% organic cotton reusable fruit bag
Made in China, brought to Belgium by train.
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MONKEY FAMILY

LION FAMILY
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Porcelain, cotton and... wood, an obvious extension 
of what helen b stands for: handmade products with 
respect for man and nature.

GLASS & WOOD
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Dia 8 cm x H 11,5 cm
in cardboard box
dishwasher proof

SET GLASSES

FLOWER GIRL & MAN

NAKED COUPLE & NAKED COUPLE BACK

W 20 cm x H 27 cm
FSC labelled wood
dishwasher proof
Made in Europe 

TRAY RETANGLE

NAKED COUPLECHARLENE

BORIS & KELLY
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